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small quarry with steep walls
above Rachub, Gwynedd
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carto veined lichen sunscree
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sitting animal dint time
predicate rain
fullerweather my shining
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salt stretcher hidden. (learnt love)
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2. Gwylybanaeth

steel in fields  coiled hair
last  butterfly  desks  pupate
beam  oblique  obloquy
painted stones visibility
stereovertex landspear mark
directional over engineer
mining battled umvelt shit
nutrients
shorn build
toponymic eyblack
bunker seedstore
aeolium
geoded carreg
stave
creigle BRIDGE
drain superhighway
3. Dyfr

   liquid table

generic    flower    wort    innominate

   blud    by    bled

   whitesear

   fail    proprioception
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failed exterioception
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triptych of winds
  of cumuli

triassic fern    hanker

guanodisc    guanoart    rotten    nails

in    this    church    screed

resilient    campion    emotion

hairy    cuffs    losted    livestock

sad    dog    gnostic

ossified    signification

symbol    imbolc    seedbed

wintered glass..    path..

shattered teeth..    but crystal..

heather..    gorsey..    & lithophone..

stoneplace.    stonechat.    barren.

hailing.    hayl.    hoying.    haul.

cauling.    forgetting.    stitches.
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